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" _ "-'-"T)N REACTOR LESSONS LEAR.Nr__ \VORKSHOP

Obje_ve:

Introduceparticipantstoa process,ormodel,foradaptingL\_T{Safety
Standards and AmalysisMethods foruse on reactordesignssi_._nificantlv
differentthan L\_. The focusoftheworkshop willbe on the "Lessons
Learned" from the multi-yearexperienceinthe operationofN r%eactorand
the effortstoadapt thesafetystandardsdeveioDedforcommercial light
water reactorstoa _raphitemoderated,water cooled,channel type reactor.

It must be rec%m_ized that the objective of the workshon is to introduce the
participants to the operation of a non-L\\T_ in a L\_-R regmlatory world. The
total scope of this topic would take weeks to pro_-ide a through over_-iew.
The objective of this workshop is to pro_ide an introduction and hopeful]),
establish a means to develop a longer ternn diaio_ue for technical exchange.

Bact_o'round:

In Februar)" 1993. PNL was informed by BR_L that the U.S. had been
contacted by the Russian authorities requestin_ a workshop which would
pro_-ide insights from the operation of the tianford N Reactor with the
intent that these would be helpful addressin_ s_etv issues in the Russian
_raphite reactors.

The Hanford site is the only location, other than the Former Solder Union
(ImSU) which has operated large graphite moderated, water cooled, channel
m_pereactors.The lastoftheHartfordreactorsv,'asthe_"Reactor.This
was a large(4000Mwt) dualpurposereactorwhich produced plutonium for
nationaldefenseand steam foruse inthe productionofcommercial
electricim.'.While thereare distinctdifferencesbetween the Hanford N
Reactorand theFSU desi_nedRBItfKreactors,thereare alsoa number of
si_nificantsimilarities.The most si._rhificantoftheseisthatitwas a non-
L\_'Rbeingevaluatedagainst,standardsand c.dteriaestablishedforL\_-P_s
and evaluatedby indi_dduals_-ithL\_T{expe.hence.The distinctive
differencesin a largegraphite,channelD'pereactorpresenteda challenge
inthe evaluationand demonstrationofsafety"int?Lisen_,/ronment.

The staffofthePacificNorthwestLaboratory"(PR-I.:includea number ofthe

key personnelfrom the operatingstaffoftheI-laru%rdR"Reactor. In
addition.Phi, pro_ddetechnicalsuppon totheoperatorsorR"Reactorover
much ofitslife.

These factors combine in a unique oppo_unit?." for Phi. to share _-ith
appropriate FSU organizations, the key lessons learned from the operation
of the Hanford N Reactor.

Technical Description:



Overview:

The workshop would be intended to introduce participants to a process, or
model, for adapting LWR Safety Standards and Analysis Methods for use
on reactor designs sigmificantly different than LWR. This is to be achieved
through a combination of formal presentations, a tour of the reactor facility,
and a series of open forum sessions which would allow the visitors to direct
questions to an assembled body of N Reactor experts.

In order to describe the proposed workshop offer below are an annotated
outline of the workshop, a proposed schedule of the workshop, and a
description of the tasks which will be required to achieve successful
completion of the project.

Annotated Outline:

WELCOME/INTRODUCTION/STATEMENT OF OBJECT1R_

Introduce participants to a process, or model, for adapting LV_rt-_Safety
Standards and Analysis Methods for use on reactor designs significantly
different than LWR. The tbcus of the workshop will be on the "Lessons
Learned" from the multi-year experience in the operation of N Reactor and
the efforts to adapt the safety standards developed fbr commercial light
water reactors to a _aphite moderated, water cooled, channel type reactor.

I-L_UNFORD OVERVIEW

Brief overview of the Hanford site, physical layout and general history.

STATEMENT OF LESSONS LEARN

Concise presentation of the lessons learned in the operation of the unique
graphite moderated, water cooled, channel type reactor in a light water
moderated, vessel type reactor world. The initial proposed listing of' lessons
learned is as follows:

1. Basic, well founded, high level, Safety Criteria are critical in order to
demonstrate "Safety" (i.e. meeting the intent of ever evohdng reg-ulator3.'
requirements and standards).

2. Reactors built prior to "modern" standards will not achieve full compliance
x_ith the newer "modern" standards; however, it is possible to demonstrate
that older reactors meet the intent of those standards IF appropriate
methods, analyses, modifications, etc., are performed.

Note' This is true for all types of facilities not just nuclear reactors.



3. Channel type reactors are significantly different than commercial light
water vessel type reactors, they respond quite differently during both
normal operation and accident conditions. This must be accounted for
when adapting various LWR standards and analytical methods.

4. LWR analytical methods, many of which have a significant amount of
research and experimental data to support their validity) are often times
difficult to adapt and validate for non-LWR facilities. Significant effort, and
many times experimental bases will be required.

5. For unique and one-of-a-lind reactor designs, a lot of effort and dedication
is necessary to continuously monitor what is occurring at LV_rRs
(operational incidents, accidents, and improved analysis techniques or
methods) to determine what if anything is applicable to your particular
facility•

N REACTOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Limited description of plant to set context of other discussions. Topics will
include general background information, reactor fuel, primary cooling
systems, thermal hydraulic data, nuclear design and reactor protection
systems, the emergency core cooling system, and the confinement system.

N REACTOR HISTORY ARrD REGULATORY CONTEXT

This will be a brief discussion of the history of the reactor in order to provide
a context for understanding the development of plant modifications and
safety upgrades as well as the history of the regulatory environment.
(Construction/initial operation, conversion to power only, regulatory
upgrade,plant renovation, post Chernobyl)

RBMK S._A_ETY PRESENTATIONS

The Russian delegation has requested the opportunity to provide a set of
presentations addressing RBMK reactor safety. The specific topics will
include RBMK safety,, enhance safety with new generation reactors,
thermal hydraulic investigations, and pressure dynamics in multiple tube
rupture conditions.

N REACTOR PLAb_T TOUR

Half day tour of reactor site, plant model, plant exterior, control room, non-
rad portions of 109 building, lunch on bus ride out. The draft tour detail is
as follows:

Start outdoors at the river.



1. New low lift pump and diesel en_ne. Describe the analysis of the
emergency needs and a basis for adding the extra capacity.
• Loss of offsite power
• Loss of onsite power
• River at minimum level
• Single failure of one other low lift pump
• Worst case pipe break in RCS

2. Silo structure and modifications to pro_dde demineralized water for
emergencies.

Go inside the 182-N pumphouse

3. Inside 182-N building
• High lift discharge valves
• Stress relieving pump casings
• Test line for surveillances
• Improved governors
• Seismic upgrades of the Fog Spray system
• The "new" ECCS line with improved fracture characteristics
• Point out the new runout protection for the High pressure injection pumps
• Short tour of 182-N control room

Go back outside to EDT location

4. Point out the old emergency dump basin and the new emergency dump
tank. Show the vent line from the dump tank to the 109 building for filtered
release of gasses following an accident.

5. Point out the Nitrogen inerting system and explain basis.

6. Point out the upgraded control room habitability HVAC.

7. Walk out to the Liquid Effluent Retention Facility. Explain the basis and
fiowpath. Point out the new crib extension.

Walk through the 109-N turbine bay. Go into the Reactor Control Room.

8. Explain the upgraded: digital controls, SPDS, displays, rupture monitoring
system, pressure monitoring, steam generator retube, reinjection of
sample water, multiplexing and calculations of process tube thermal
limits, etc..

9. Go to cable spread room to inspect the cable tray flamastic, separation, fire
protection, etc..

10. Go to roof and explain the improvements to the confinement vent valves.



!

ii. If time and conditions permit, go the 60-ft. elevation and explain the
hydrogen mitigation blowers. Provide short walkthrough of "W" elevator,
fuel basin and possibly to 100-D to see graphite mockups.

N REACTOR SAFETY CRITERIA

Description of the basic safety ci_iteria that formed the bases of the design
and operation of the reactor (ie ECCS, Control, and Confinement Criteria).
This is followed by description of the application of these basic criteria into
the more detailed safety criteria system prior to plant closure. Will include
hierarchy of DOE Orders, RL Orders, Technical Specifications, SAR,
Process Standards, Technical Bases, Operating Procedures.

SAFETY ENIQkNCEMENT PROJECT

An overview of the equipment up,o-fades to the reactor and the analysis
conducted to support the plant upgrades and proxdde demonstration of the
reactor safety in the post Chernobyl period as part of the Safety
Enhancement Project. This will address the ECCS analysis, the
confinement modeling, and the probabalistic risk assessments.

OPEN FORUM

This half day is set aside for additional open dialogue, allowing the Russian
xdsitors to pose questions and interact with the Hanford staff. This _dll
allow time for resolution of questions which could not be addressed during
the formal sessions.

Note: Some minor modification from this plan is possible. For example, we are
currently considering removing the statement of lessons learned and the
statement of objectives from the formal presentations in order to allow time for a
presentation of test data. The statement of objectives would then become part of
the welcome to be a part of a reception prior to the Workshop, and the statement of
lessons learned would be incorporated in the handout material but not part of the
formal presentations. The test data section, if used, would be a discussion of the
large number of tests and research work conducted during the life of the reactor
with the High Pressure Confinement test used as an example of a test and the
pressure tube examinations as an example of the research work.




